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Abstract— The objective of this work is to access the applicability of the semantic similarity in concepts of a single ontology. 

The measurement of semantic similarity may help not only in information retrieval, but in other applications such as semantic 

search and semantic clustering. The traditional key-word search technique matches the keyword with the content of the 

document. These techniques do not reflect the meaning or relatedness. Hence the relevance and accuracy of the retrieved 

documents are less. Another important application of semantic similarity measurement is in cluster analysis. The semantic 

clusters may be treated with same function to accomplish the perfect analysis and decision making. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  
 

Introduction should lead the reader to the importance of the 

study; tie-up published literature with the aims of the study 

and clearly states the rationale behind the investigation. It 

should state the purpose and summarize the rationale for the 

study and gives a concise background [1]. Use references to 

provide the most salient background rather than an 

exhaustive review. The last sentence should concisely state 

your purpose for carrying out the study or a summary of the 

results [2].  

The purpose of the contribution statement is for you to 

provide a clear and concise understanding of the primary 

contribution provided by your manuscript. The statement 

should: 

1. clearly articulate the ways in which the research provides 

insight to a consumer-relevant question; 

2. situate your research within the existing knowledge on the 

topic; and 

3. explain what the research adds to what is already known 

about the consumer-relevant problem.  

As a last paragraph of the introduction should provide 

organization of the paper/article (Rest of the paper is 

organized as follows, Section I contains the introduction of 

the research paper, Section II discuss semantic similarity, 

Section III contain the applications of semantic similarity, 

Section IV discuss ontology and semantic search,.Section V 

explain the Information retrieval and retrieval, Section VI 

contain semantic information retrieval, Section VII contain 

ontology and semantic clusters Section VIII concludes 

research work. 
 

II.  SEMANTIC SIMILARITY 
 

“Semantic Similarity relates to computing the conceptual 

similarity between terms which are not lexicographically 

similar.”[4] 

 

We are living in the age of big data and data analytics. The 

data is so huge that to extract relevant information from 

digital repositories has become very difficult. The 

information retrieval techniques use similarity measures to 

match the user queries and the document information. 

Accuracy and precision need very sophisticated information 

retrieval tools. Another way to achieve accuracy in 

information retrieval is by using ontology. The design of 

ontology is such that it models, concepts and their 

relationship within a domain [5]. 
 

III.   APPLICATIONS OF ONTOLOGY 
 

Ontology is a highly technical term; Figure 1 shows the 

major applications of ontology in Knowledge Engineering 

such as semantic similarity, semantic search and semantic 

clustering 

.  

 Fig. 1   Applications of semantic similarity 
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The Figure 1 shows the basic demonstration of support of 

ontology in semantic similarity measurement, semantic 

search and semantic cluster analysis.   

 

IV.    ONTOLOGY AND SEMANTIC SEARCH 

 

Semantic Search is improved version of keyword search to 

improve the accuracy and precision. If search keyword is 

added to the meaning and essence, it is able to retrieve better 

search results. The purpose of semantic search is to apply 

meaning and intention to the keyword. Domain ontology 

provides background knowledge to achieve this. Semantic 

extension and retrieval are adopted for semantic-based 

knowledge retrieval [7]. The repeated use of ontology for IR 

is proving to be a more efficient method that can be faster 

and more efficient. Ontology is the basic building block of 

semantic web. It facilitates to upgrade keyword search to 

semantic search. It helps in specifying the meaning of the 

query to the system for retrieval of relevant documents 

related to it. Ontology is the structural representation of 

concepts and their relationship. If the concept is not changing 

ontology confine to the structure of knowledge of the domain 

[8]. Metadata is an elementary building block of semantic 

web. Metadata is data about data. When metadata is 

integrated with web pages, Documents, text, web can be read 

and interpreted by machines. Ontology has a rich and formal 

logic-based language for specifying the meaning of terms. 

The web is full of unstructured data. The ontological 

relationships in the ontology are based on domain knowledge 

to be structured. The figure 2 shows the block diagram of 

semantic search. 

 
Fig. 2     Block Diagram for semantic search 

 

Semantic search can become reality by using domain 

ontology. The domain ontology contain concept in the form 

of node and edges explain relationships. The search can be 

extended to the similar concepts to achieve meaningful 

results using ontology [8]. Ontology is most important 

supporting technology for semantic search.  The aim of this 

research is to calculate the semantic similarity between the 

concepts of domain ontology. 

V.    INFORMATION RETRIEVAL 

 

Information Retrieval (IR) is extracting relevant documents 

to the user needs from data repositories. These are usually 

Text documents of unstructured nature. 

 

Retrieve documents with information that is relevant to the 

user’s information need and helps the user complete a task. 

Figure 3 gives the block diagram for information retrieval. 

xtraction of data or documents is usually the web search but 

Information.  

 
Fig. 3   Information Retrieval 

 

Retrieval Techniques also help in other searches, such as 

 E-mail search 

 Searching programs or files on the desktop 

 Medical Information Retrieval 

 Corporate knowledge bases 

 Legal information retrieval 

 Library Data Base 

 Multi tenant cloud environment 

 

Accurate retrieval is difficult to achieve. Efficiency in IR is a 

critically important topic [9]. The retrieved documents, as a 

search results from the web or any other data resource has to 

be relevant. The efficiency of a good information retrieval 

system can be judged by two important features. 

            1. It must retrieve all relevant documents 

            2. The retrieved documents must be relevant 

 

VI. SEMANTIC INFORMATION RETRIEVAL 

 

Semantic retrieval improves the efficiency of existing search 

techniques by adding meaning to the search. Keyword search 

approach lacks in semantic information and cannot 

understand the user's query intent very well [9]. It does not 
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consider the related words and perform only by matching the 

keywords. This is the basic reason for the large number of 

irrelevant information as search results. The semantic search 

uses domain ontologies to extend the search to the related 

concepts [11].   

 

Semantic Retrieval is one of the important ways to improve 

efficiency of retrieval. Ontology support semantic retrieval. 

Figure 4 shows semantic information retrieval. 

 

 
Fig,4 Semantic  Information Retrieval 

 

The key to the semantic retrieval is semantic similarity 

measurement. Ontology and metadata are most valuable 

components of the semantic technology. Ontology contains 

the concepts within the domain, which are related to each 

other [10]. The relationship is demonstrated with the help of 

links. The concepts of ontology are related to each other, but 

how close or distinct they are, is essential to measure. This is 

the preliminary requirement not only for semantic search but 

also for interoperability, sharing and reuse of the ontology. 

Figure 4 shows the extension of the keyword search by 

adding semantics more relevant retrieved documents.  

 

VII.   ONTOLOGY AND SEMANTIC CLUSTERING 

 

Clustering is a very important technique to achieve a group 

of similar objects. Semantic clustering means meaningful 

clusters. This technique is used in business, medical science, 

healthcare, education etc. 

 
Fig. .5    Semantic Cluster 

 

Semantic clustering can be obtained from the concepts of 

domain ontology using some similarity metric [7]. When the 

metric is applied to the concepts and similarity is quantified. 

The equal values or values in any specified range can be 

clubbed to obtain clusters. Figure 5 shows the process of 

semantic clustering. 

 

The figure shows how similar concepts are obtained by 

calculating semantic similarity. After calculating a similarity 

measure of the concepts, the concepts can be grouped into 

clusters for analysis and interpretation of information. With 

the help of this technique user can quickly get the 

information. It is a good technique for data analysis and 

knowledge extraction.  

 

VIII.    CONCLUSION 

 

The data is mostly heterogeneous, unstructured and 

scattered on the web or independent data repositories. The 

need is to determine the semantic similarity or semantic 

difference of concepts in an ontology. The similarity 

measures help in solving the critical issues in information 

retrieval, searching techniques and clustering. 

 

Semantic similarity is based on ontology and carry features 

to extend the search.  Retrieve meaningful information from 

the website or data repositories is a very important task. 

Semantic technologies such as ontology can help in 

retrieving the data accurately. Users query is extended with 

related concepts extracted by using the similarity measures 

and is applicable in clustering also. 
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